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1 Abstract
This report describes the methodology and results of the use of precariously balanced rocks to
study seismic hazard at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, the site of a potential geologic repository for
high-level radioactive waste. Precarious rocks are effectively strong-motion seismoscopes that
have been in for place thousands of years. Numerous precarious rocks exist in and near Solitario
Canyon, Nevada, immediately above the site of the potential repository. Estimates of toppling
accelerations using computer models, physical models, and field tests indicate these rocks would
be toppled by ground acceleration of a few tenths of the acceleration of gravity (g). Rock-surface
age dating using rock varnish layering and cosmogenic age dating indicate that the rocks have
been in place tens of thousands of years. Thus, the precarious rock methodology indicates that
Yucca Mountain ground accelerations have not exceeded about 0.3 g for the last several tens of
thousands of years. These results are consistent with paleoseismic studies of the Solitario Canyon
fault that demonstrate the last significant surface offset capable of producing 0.3 g at the surface
took place 75,000 to 80,000 years ago.
This report presents recent results of testing, calibration, and application of the precarious rock
methodology both at Yucca Mountain and in southern California. In southern California, the
seismicity rate is much higher than at Yucca Mountain. Thus, the comparison of results of the
precarious rock methodology with Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) results is
easier and more accurate. This lends confidence to the application of the methodology to Yucca
Mountain.
Preliminary results from these precarious rock studies suggest: (1) Probabilistic Seismic Hazard
Analysis using current procedures gives values that are too high at low probabilities (e.g.,
10"4 annual probabilities). This is true both for Yucca Mountain and for southern California. This
is a result of unverified statistical assumptions in PSHA procedures. (2) Current ground-motion
estimates for the footwall of major normal faults gives values that are too high. This tends to
make the PSHA ground-motion estimates for Yucca Mountain too high. (3) Current ground
motion estimates for trans-tensional strike-slip faults are too high. This tends to make the PSHA
ground-motion estimates for Yucca Mountain too high. (4) Recent preliminary surface-exposure
age dates for the pedestals of precarious rocks at Yucca Mountain are considerably older than
some previous estimates. This result tends to confirm the conclusion in (1) above.
Although the conclusions of this report have not been formally verified by rigorous peer review,
they collectively lend strong support to the conclusion that the ground-motion estimates resulting
from the Yucca Mountain Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) are too large, perhaps
excessively so.
2 Introduction
Seismic hazards are being carefully investigated at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, the site of a
potential high-level radioactive-waste repository. As a result of the discovery of numerous
precariously balanced rocks in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain [1], a methodology was
developed to use these rocks as constraints on the probable ground motion to be expected at the
potential repository. The precarious rock methodology gives a direct indication of the amplitude
of the last significant ground shaking at a site, in contrast to the indirect inference provided by
trenching studies, which cannot specify the actual time-history characteristics of discrete fault
slip occurrence.
In many types of terrain in California and Nevada, groups of precariously balanced rocks have
evolved naturally by erosion. The common presence of rock varnish on such rocks indicates that
they have been in their current unstable positions for thousands of years. Therefore, groups of
precariously balanced rocks can be used as low-resolution strong-motion seismoscopes that have
been operating on solid rock outcrops for thousands of years. As such, they provide important
information about seismic risk. We have established the mechanical basis for estimates of the
horizontal accelerations necessary to topple precarious rocks, using field observations and
numerical and physical modeling. The distribution of precarious rocks relative to known active
faults and intensity zones produced by historical earthquakes confirms their usefulness in
outlining areas that have or have not undergone recent strong ground shaking [2-6].
A goal of the first stage of Yucca Mountain precarious rock studies was to develop a
methodology whereby precariously balanced rocks could be used to estimate both the minimum
accelerations necessary to topple precariously balanced rocks and the time that has elapsed since
strong ground motion has occurred near known faults where such rocks are found. The
development of the precarious rock methodology has involved three tasks:
1. Documentation of the distribution of precarious rocks, both locally in the vicinity of
Yucca Mountain and regionally in California and other parts of Nevada [1-6].
2. Development of computer models, physical models, and field tests to quantitatively
estimate the ground acceleration required to topple rocks [7, 8].
3. Development of surface age-dating techniques to estimate the time various precariously
balanced rocks have been in their observed positions [10].
In this report we document a number of precariously balanced rocks near Yucca Mountain and
discuss their implications in the context of the paleoseismic histories of the Solitario Canyon
fault and other nearby Quaternary faults and consequent implications for seismic hazard at
Yucca Mountain. The report includes sections on (1) the description of precarious rocks at Yucca
Mountain, (2) the distribution of precarious rocks in the neighborhood of Yucca Mountain, (3) a
description of the origin and antiquity of the precarious rocks, (4) the current status of the
application of the precarious rock methodology, (5) implications of precarious rocks for the
seismic attenuation parameter, kappa, potentially of crucial importance to seismic hazard
estimates at Yucca Mountain, (6) precarious rock evidence that current estimates of ground
motion on the footwall of major normal faults, and thus at Yucca Mountain, may be too high,
and (7) precarious rock evidence that current estimates of ground motion for trans-tensional
strike-slip faults, the type expected at Yucca Mountain, may be too high.
Other sections of the report give a detailed description of the precarious rock methodology,
verification of the methodology using numerical modeling and large-scale shake table tests,
calibration of the methodology using estimates of ground motion from nuclear explosions,
calibration of the methodology using precarious rocks toppled by the 16 October 1999 Hector
mine earthquake and recent results from cosmogenic age dating (which supports the antiquity of
precarious rocks at Yucca Mountain).
Access to electronic data (DTN: UN0202MWD006RA.001; TDIF: 312801) was limited to task
personnel and controlled with the use of passwords. Loss was prevented by use of backup files.
Manual entry and file transfers were verified for accuracy. No electronic data were lost or
corrupted for this task.
2.1 Precarious Rocks Near Yucca Mountain
2.1.1 DESCRIPTION OF ROCKS
Near Yucca Mountain there are many spectacular precariously perched or balanced boulders,
covered with dark rock varnish. These rocks appear to be so unstable that relatively weak motion
from earthquakes—accelerations of about 0.1-0.3 g—would dislodge or topple them. Thus, they
give an upper bound on the level of ground motion that has occurred during the time that they
have been in precarious positions [1]. The darkness of the rock varnish (a subaerially deposited
coating of manganese and iron oxides, clay minerals, organic matter) on many of these boulders
suggests that they have been in these positions for more than 10 ka and perhaps several tens of
thousands of years. This is confirmed by new results of cosmogenic age dating given later in this
report.
Fig. 1 shows the locations of some of the surveyed precarious rocks near Yucca Mountain. Fig. 2
shows photographs of some of these rocks. Nearly all are located on the western slope of the
main ridge at Yucca Mountain, the footwall of the Solitario Canyon fault. Table 1 lists the
reference number and approximate dimensions of several rocks. Approximately 100 precarious
rocks have been found in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain.
2.1.2 DISTRIBUTION OF ROCKS
Most of the welded tuff outcrops extending from the northernmost end of Solitario Canyon to
approximately 5 km south of the mouth of the canyon were examined. Precarious rocks are
found along this entire distance. The locations of approximately 90 precarious rocks in Solitario
Canyon have been accurately located on a l:3000-scale aerial photograph. Individual rocks are
documented in archives with notes, photographs and written descriptions.
Several semi-precarious rocks (0.3-0.5 g) were found during a reconnaissance investigation of
the west face of Jet Ridge (Fig. 3). Such rocks appear to be fewer in number at this locality than
in Solitario Canyon. Farther west, on West Ridge and in northern Crater Flat, precarious rocks
were not found during a reconnaissance inspection. A small number were observed in Fortymile
Wash and in Yucca Wash, but weathering and erosion of most of the volcanic outcrops on the
north side of Yucca Wash does not appear to produce precarious rocks.
The old basalt flows and cones in southern Crater Flat between Solitario Canyon and Lathrop
Wells have a number of semi-precarious rocks. Bare Mountain is composed primarily of
formations (Paleozoic and Precambrian sedimentary and metasedimentary rocks) that do not
appear to form precarious rocks, with the exception of a few that formed in basalt dikes at the
mouth of Tarantula Canyon. There are a number of precarious rocks in Fluorspar Canyon at the
north end of Bare Mountain, in non-welded tuff just north of Crater Flat, in Busted Butte, and in
Beatty Wash and Fortymile Wash.
2.2 Origin and Antiquity of Precarious Rocks at Yucca Mountain
Precarious rocks at Yucca Mountain can be classified into two descriptive groups: (1) individual
balanced boulders and (2) stacks of balanced boulders (Fig. 2c). Nearly all the precarious rocks
in this study eroded from jointed, densely welded tuff, which weathers very slowly in the dry
semi-desert of the southern Great Basin. Welded tuff does not weather into small fragments, but
typically breaks up into large boulders that maintain rectilinear shapes inherited from original
jointing.
Boulders may become precariously balanced by root activity, freezing and thawing, and possibly
other geomorphic and weathering processes. Wedging by root activity and freezing leads to
opening of cracks and filling with fine material moving downslope from above. Erosion may
then proceed to the point that blocks of rock become nearly unconfined; the fine material is
washed out, leaving the rocks in isolated precarious positions [1].
Many of the balanced rocks in this study area are partially or completely coated with rock
varnish. Some of the darkest rock varnish analyzed from surface boulders on Yucca Mountain
hillslopes indicates that surface-exposure ages can exceed 100 ka [9]. The darkness of the rock
varnish on many of the boulders in this study suggests that they have been in these positions for
more than 10 ka, and probably several tens of thousands of years. This is confirmed by the age
dates obtained by Bell et al. [10] for rock varnish layering, and by more recent cosmogenic age
dates described in Section 6. The high slope stability, as evidenced by the preservation of middle
Pleistocene deposits on Yucca Mountain hillslopes, is consistent with the relatively long-term
stability of precarious rocks.
All known faults within 10 km of Yucca Mountain are characterized by low rates of fault slip,
generally small offsets, and long recurrence intervals (e.g., Menges et al. [11]). Thus, the large
number of relatively old precarious rocks situated on hillslopes above the Solitario Canyon fault
corresponds well with cosmogenic evidence for timing of the last significant ground motion
(>0.3g) on that fault. The last significant surface offset took place more than 40 ka ago and
perhaps as much as 80 ka ago. Cosmogenic radiocarbon dates confirm that relief of the main
bedrock scarp has not been increased by offset within the past 20 ka (PSFJA) [1].
2.3 Status of Precarious Rock Methodology
The importance of precarious rock studies in estimating seismic hazard has been given impetus
by the following developments:
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1. An approximate field test has been provided by the Mw=7.1 Hector Mine earthquake of 16
October 1999 [4]. The Hector Mine earthquake was a rare event on very low slip-rate faults
near the eastern edge of the Eastern California Shear Zone. Preliminary trenching
information indicates that the major fault segments that ruptured in this event had not
ruptured in a similar event for more than 10 ka years [12, 13]. Brune [2] identified
precarious rocks at Granite Pass and classified them as "precarious", i.e., could be toppled
by earthquake ground accelerations of less than 0.3g, typically about 0.2g (site number 3 in
Brune, 1996 [2]). Photographs of three of the rocks were published as Figs. 2d and 2e of
Brune, 1996 [2]. The rock in Fig. 2e was found toppled in April 2001, apparently by the
Hector Mine earthquake (along with another nearby rock for which the photograph was
taken but not published). The author was carrying out a casual survey of precariously
balanced rocks previously identified as "precarious" when the toppled rocks were
discovered. The rocks had fractured into several pieces when they impacted on adjacent
rocks, but were clearly identifiable from the earlier pictures. The most sensitive direction
for toppling for this rock was not shown in Fig. 2e in Brune (1996 [2]), but is shown here in
Fig. 4 (in the plane of the picture). The quasi-static toppling acceleration estimated from
this figure is about 0.2g; and the rock fell to the left, the direction of the smaller quasi-static
toppling acceleration. The nearby Amboy strong-motion station record of the Hector Mine
earthquake, at approximately the same distance and the same general direction, recorded a
peak ground acceleration of about 0.2g [14] (actually 0.18 g, measured from the
seismogram available on the internet). Field studies of site effects described in this report
have confirmed this preliminary analysis.
2. Strong motion data from the Izmit, Turkey, and Chi-Chi, Taiwan, earthquakes has pointed
out the uncertainties in current strong-motion attenuation curves for large earthquakes.
Near-source strong-motion data from those two earthquakes was considerably below the
median for current attenuation curves (almost one standard deviation [15,16]. However, the
data from these two earthquakes is consistent with constraints estimated from precarious
rocks [3, 15-18]. The recent evidence suggests that the attenuation curves assumed in the
recent USGS-CDMG hazard maps may, for some environments, give values, which are too
high at short distances, and lead to serious overestimation of seismic hazard in these cases.
In addition, for the hanging wall of thrust faults, the ground motion may be underestimated
by the USGS-CDMG maps [4].
3. Precarious rock data near the San Andreas Fault in the Mojave Desert, where the seismic
hazard is dominated by repeating large earthquakes on this fault, has pointed out a
potentially important source of error in the current Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis
(PSHA) methodology. The potential source of error is the so-called ergodic assumption
(i.e., the assumption that for ground motion parameters, such as peak ground acceleration or
response spectrum values, the random variation in the time domain for repeated events with
a given source-station configuration is the same as the variation in space for individual
events). The contrary extreme to the ergodic assumption would be that, for a given source-
station configuration, repeated events may have, more or less, the same rupture
characteristics and similar ground motion characteristics. Such is the assumption of so-
called "characteristic ground motion earthquakes" [3,18]. The ergodic assumption
corresponds to one extreme method of dividing uncertainty between epistemic (lack-of-
knowledge) uncertainty and aleatory (truly random) uncertainty, and in fact, represents the
conservative extreme in which the assumed aleatory uncertainty is maximized [18]. At
present, the precarious rock methodology appears to be the only way to resolve this
uncertainty. (The other alternative is to wait for many more large earthquakes to be
recorded on strong-motion networks, which may take many decades).
2.4 Precarious Rocks and Kappa
The M 5.6 Little Skull Mountain (LSM) earthquake of 29 June 1992, located about 20 km
southeast of Yucca Mountain, caused a number of small rockfalls on steep cliff faces in the near-
source region, while some precarious rocks remained in place [19]. The fact that ground motion
was sufficient to topple some precarious rocks and yet leave others in place offered the
possibility of yielding both upper- and lower-bound estimates of the ground-motion history at
Little Skull Mountain. This, in turn, allowed an approximate test of ground-motion modeling
algorithms used in the Yucca Mountain PSHA, in particular a test of the values of the local
ground motion attenuation factor, kappa, which has a strong effect on the high-frequency ground
motion in the near-field.
Brune and Smith [20] used the composite source model of Zeng et al. [21], one of the algorithms
used in the Yucca Mountain Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) study, to estimate
the distribution of ground motion in the near-source region of the LSM earthquake. They used
two Q (and kappa) models in their exercise: (1) kappa estimates on the order of 20 milliseconds
(ms) determined from M3-4 LSM aftershocks [22] and (2) kappa estimates of the order of 40 ms
determined from the displacement spectra of very small earthquakes [23-25].
Fig. 5 (K. D. Smith, personal communications) shows PGA estimates of horizontal components
of ground acceleration for kappa values of 20 and 40 ms. The predicted ground accelerations for
a kappa of 20 ms are much higher than those for a kappa of 40 ms [20]. For example, for kappa
of 20 ms (the value used in the PSHA ground motion calculations), the predicted ground
accelerations at the Field Operations Center (FOC) exceed 2g. This level of shaking would have
caused severe damage and possible collapse of the FOC. However, they conclude that the
relatively moderate damage to the FOC, the distribution of rockfalls produced by the LSM
earthquake, as well as the distribution of remaining semi-precarious and complex unstable cliffs,
were not consistent with the distribution of ground motion predicted by simple multiple event
source models and more complex composite source models for the LSM earthquake. They
suggested that at least one theoretical model, and perhaps others, predicted too high ground
motions in the PSHA. According to this study [20], if a kappa value of about 37 ms were used,
the ground motions would be more consistent with the unstable cliff and precarious rock
evidence. Consequently, they suggest that the PSHA values for ground motion may be over-
estimated, possibly as a consequence of assuming too low of a value for kappa.
2.5 Precarious Rock Evidence for Low Ground Accelerations on Footwalls of Major
Normal Faults
Precarious rock observations suggest relatively low, near-fault (<3 km), footwall ground motions
for large earthquakes on normal faults, relative to strike-slip faults [17]. Because for large
normal-fault earthquakes there are no instrumental data at close distances from the fault trace,
precarious rock existence may provide important data for estimating the ground motion for these
earthquakes. Use of empirical curves, based mainly on strike-slip and thrust data, may lead to
overestimation of seismic hazard for near-fault locations on footwalls of normal faults. Because
these empirical curves were the basis of estimating ground motion at Yucca Mountain and Yucca
Mountain is located on the footwall of the Solitario Canyon fault which dominates the hazard
estimated by PSHA, correction for this effect may lower PSHA ground motion estimates at
Yucca Mountain.
Recent physical and numerical models of normal faults indicate that the footwall has relatively
low ground motions compared to similar strike-slip ruptures [26-30]. hi the foam-rubber model
of Brune and Anooshehpoor [28] the ground motions on the footwall of a physical normal-fault
model were about 10% to 20% of those for strike-slip faulting (the same stress conditions but
different rupture geometry).
In contrast to earlier observations for strike-slip faults, observations of precarious rocks along
major normal faults in California and Nevada show the presence of precarious and semi-
precarious rocks extending almost to the fault trace on the footwall side. Many precarious and
semi-precarious rocks are observed within a few kilometers of the footwall of major normal
faults, including the Pleasant Valley, Nevada; Carson City, Nevada; Genoa, Nevada; Antelope
Valley, California; and Owens Valley, California faults. These are all known or believed to have
had major earthquakes (Ml -Ml.5) in Holocene time (< lOka). The Pleasant Valley fault
generated a large Ms = 7.6 earthquake in 1915; the northern Genoa fault generated a major
earthquake, M = 7 +, about 600 years ago [31]; Carson City fault generated a major earthquake
about 500 years ago, possibly at the same time as the northern Genoa fault earthquake (A. R.
Ramelli, personal communication, 1999); The Antelope Valley fault has a very young-looking
late Holocene scarp [32], and the Owens Valley normal fault is shown as having a segment with
Holocene rupture in the CDMG hazard map [33]. The young dates of these earthquakes makes it
essentially certain that the precarious rocks observed in the study survived the ground motions of
these large earthquakes. Fig. 6 shows photographs of a number of examples of these rocks from
distances of less than a few kilometers from the surface trace of the fault, on the footwall side.
As indicated by Brune [17], the constraints on ground motion provided by these rocks are
considerably lower than estimates made with attenuation curves used in PSHA at Yucca
Mountain. Thus, this may result in over-estimation of ground motion.
2.6 Precarious Rock Evidence for Low Near-Surface Accelerations for Trans-Tensional
Strike-Slip earthquakes
Recent precarious rock evidence suggests that relatively low ground motions, relative to standard
curves, are associated with extensional sections of strike-slip faults [5]. Because the standard
curves were used in Yucca Mountain PSHA, the precarious rocks may indicate another source of
over-estimation in the Yucca Mountain PSHA results. Recent evidence from physical and
numerical models has also indicated that ground motion for extensional strike-slip regions may
be lower than for strike-slip faults with a large fault-normal tectonic stress component, and for
thrust faults in general [30, 34-37]. Data from compressional strike-slip and thrust earthquakes
dominates the database used in most regression curves for ground acceleration and in the
calculation of current probabilistic seismic hazard maps. Therefore, these curves may not be
appropriate for tans-tensional strike-slip earthquakes. Brune [5] presented precariously balanced
rock data (Fig. 7) from three areas near extensional sections of strike-slip faulting: (1) the region
of the Honey Lake fault, California, with an active Holocene fault, (2) the Red Rock Canyon,
California, region of the Garlock fault, near a dilatational step-over, and (3) the region just south
of Beaumont, California, near the Hemet dilatational step-over in the San Jacinto fault. These are
all active strike-slip faults, with a few large earthquakes in the Holocene, and, in the case of the
San Jacinto example, historic large earthquakes (M~7). The precarious rocks at these sites are
evidence of relatively low ground motions associated with extensional strike-slip faulting. The
results suggest that use of standard attenuation curves in areas of trans-tensional strike-slip
faulting, such as would be expected in the neighborhood of Yucca Mountain, would give too
high ground-motion values, and thus that the ground-motion values obtained from the Yucca
Mountain PSHA may be too high.
3 Description of Precarious Rock Methodology
The problem of determining the rocking response of a rigid block subject to given base motions
has been studied by a number of authors. By evaluating the rocking response of freestanding
tombstones and monuments overturned by earthquakes, estimates of ground accelerations may
be made. The concern for possible overturning of anchored structures and equipment during
earthquakes has also led to a renewed interest in this problem [38-43]. Housner [44] (corrected
by Shi et al. [7]), assuming a perfectly inelastic impact (no bouncing) during transition from
rocking around one supporting point to the other (loss of energy during impact), developed an
analytical expression relating the rocking period to the amplitude for free rocking motion. He
extended his studies to the forced rocking response subject to simple base excitations. Yim et al.
[45] examined the effect of the block size and its slenderness (aspect ratio), together with other
parameters that affect rocking motion. Ishiyama [46] provided a complete review of the studies
performed prior to 1980.
Most studies of the rocking response of rigid structures subject to base excitation have been
analytical in nature [41, 44, 45, 47]. There have only been a limited number of experimental
investigations of the problem. Muto et al. [9] studied the overturning conditions for rigid bodies
on wood and hard rubber bases. Priestley et al. [48] reported experimental results on the seismic
response of simple structures free to rock on their foundation. Aslam et al. [39] carried out
experiments on the rocking response of blocks subject to both horizontal and vertical ground
accelerations in order to evaluate the earthquake response of radiation shielding systems used in
particle accelerator laboratories. Their experimental results were supplemented by computer
simulation. They concluded that, for realistic seismograms, the rocking response was highly
sensitive to block parameters. Weichart [49] used rocking motion analysis to recalculate
constraints on ground motion provided by Omak Rock in northern Washington State. Shi et al.
[7] developed a finite-difference numerical code to examine the response of a rocking rigid body
subjected to complex ground accelerations. Anooshehpoor et al. [8] applied an analytical
formulation to study the overturning of a locomotive in the 1906 San Francisco earthquake.
Zhang and Makris [50] and Anooshehpoor et al. [51] further discussed the analytical problem.
For input motions (ground accelerations) that have a simple mathematical shape, the problem of
a rocking rigid block (Fig. 8) can be solved analytically, provided that the angle a between the
vertical and the line through the center of mass of the rock and rocking point is small enough to
linearize the equation of motion (tana ~ a). These solutions indicate that the toppling peak
ground acceleration is dependent on the frequency of the input motion, co [7, 8, 44, 50, 51]. For
example, Shi etal. [7] showed that the amplitude of a half sine-wave pulse of horizontal ground
acceleration as a function of frequency that just topples a rigid block (Fig. 8) is given by
( V
A = gaJl + 72®\)
where
cosii/
-
cos i// + exp[-(/> / co)(n - if/)]
and
Here, m is the mass of the block, gthe acceleration due to gravity, /the moment of inertia about
the rocking point, and co the frequency of ground motion. (R and rocking points O, and O2 are
shown in Fig. 8) The parameter y is a function of co//>; it approaches unity at very low frequencies
(u)/p « 1), and 0.5 at very high frequencies (co/p » 1). Anooshehpoor et al. [8, 51] and Zhang
and Makris [50] obtained similar results for an input motion with a shape of a full cycle
sinusoidal wave. In both cases, the dynamic toppling acceleration at any frequency can be
calculated from the value of the quasi-static (co = 0) toppling acceleration, ag.
Although in some cases ground accelerations very close to the fault might be approximated by a
sinusoidal wave, in general they are very complex and require numerical codes to study their
effects on precarious rocks. The pseudo-3D finite-difference method developed by Shi et al. [7]
utilizes the quasi-static toppling accelerations measured in the field to calculate the dynamic
toppling acceleration of the rocks subjected to arbitrarily complex acceleration time histories. A
statistical analysis of the dynamic toppling accelerations obtained from rocks at a site subjected
to a range of realistic seismograms can provide constraints on ground accelerations at the
precarious rock sites. In the following section we describe the various methods that we use to
determine the quasi-static toppling acceleration, ag, which is the most important parameter for
calculating estimates of the dynamic toppling acceleration.
3.1 Quasi-Static Toppling Acceleration
The precariously balanced rocks can oscillate about two rotation axes when set to rocking (Fig.
9). Analysis of the rocking response of a rock during earthquakes requires knowledge of a few
parameters specific to that rock. The most important parameters are a; and Rt (Fig. 9), which are
estimated in the field. The angles can be estimated by direct geometrical measurements, or by
determining the quasi-static toppling acceleration (IPR-007). The quasi-static acceleration is
given by the ratio of the quasi-static force (defined as a horizontal force whose moment about the
rocking point counterbalances that of gravity) and the mass of the rock. For a rigid body (Fig. 9),
the quasi-static overturning force for a small a; has the simple form
F, = mgtanai ^mgat,
where i=l, 2 (depending on the direction that the rock is forced to overturn). Of course, there are
two quasi-static accelerations that need to be determined for any comprehensive analysis of an
effectively 2D rock's response to complex input motion. However, for a rough estimate of the
peak ground acceleration at a given site, we have been using the term "quasi-static toppling
force" for the force in the direction that the rock is most easily overturned.
3.1.1 MEASURING THE QUASI-STATIC TOPPLING FORCE
The quasi-static toppling force of a rock is measured by applying a slowly varying horizontal
force along a line through the estimated center of mass of the rock, in a direction that the rock is
most likely to topple during an earthquake. Depending on the rock's location, the force is applied
either by pulling on the rock or by pushing it. Fig. lOa shows an example of a toppling
experiment by pulling on a rock. A chain (or steel cable), used to pull the rock, is wrapped
around the rock in such a way that the resultant loop is in a horizontal plane through the rock's
center of mass (Fig. lOb); the free end of the chain is attached to a digital load cell which
measures the force. The load cell is then connected to a come-along pulley, which is in turn
connected to a truck. A metal post with the right length supports the chain and ensures that the
tensional force is horizontal. At this point the setup is complete and the tipping test begins by
slowly cranking the come-along. The force is continuously monitored by either watching a hand-
held digital display or by tracing it on a strip-chart recorder connected to the load cell. The
tensional force increases in magnitude and reaches a maximum just before the rock begins to
rotate about the rocking point (Fig. 11). The maximum value is defined as the quasi-static
toppling force. To ensure that this is the correct value, the pulling force is slightly increased. This
causes the rock to rotate by the amount 0 about the rocking point, thus reducing the tension in the
chain ( F = mg tan(a -9}~ mg(a - 6) ). If this continues the rock will topple at the moment that
the tension had reached zero magnitude. However, normally once it is made sure that there is no
secondary resting position for the rock, the experiment is complete and pulling is stopped to
avoid overturning the rock. Fig. 11 clearly shows a case where we failed to arrest the
overturning.
Although pulling is usually the preferred method, there are cases that, because of the location of
the precarious rock, the pushing technique is more practical. For small rocks, a person uses the
load cell to push the rock along a horizontal line through the center of mass, and in a direction
that is easiest to topple the rock. For larger rocks, which require a large force to topple, a
hydraulic piston is used for pushing. Where possible, the piston is placed between the balanced
rock and a larger object (usually a rock outcrop in the vicinity) in a horizontal position along a
line through the rock's center of mass. However, there are often situations where the piston
cannot be used in a horizontal position and/or the point where the force is applied is not along the
center of mass. In such cases, after completing the experimental setup (Fig. 12), accurate
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measurements of the angle between the horizontal and the piston and the location where the
force is applied are made. Then, after the experiment, using equilibrium conditions for a rigid
body, the magnitude of an equivalent horizontal toppling force along a line through the rock's
center of mass is calculated.
3.1.2 ESTIMATING THE MASS OF A ROCK
The mass of a rock is calculated by estimating the density and the volume of the rock. The
density is measured in the laboratory by bringing samples from the field. The volume is
estimated by sandwiching the rock between two parallel pegboards in the vertical position
(Fig. 13). Then, using a graduated wooden dowel that fits through the holes on the board, the
horizontal distance between the rock surface and the boards at various elevations (usually at 10
cm intervals) is measured. These measurements are then used to calculate the area of the
imaginary horizontal cross sections that divide the rock into several horizontal slabs. The
volume of each slab is calculated by multiplying the average of the top and bottom surface areas
by its height. The volume of the portion between the highest cross section and the top of the rock
is calculated by multiplying the area of the cross section by half the height; the volume of the
lowest portion is calculated similarly. These sub-volumes are added together to calculate the
approximate volume of the rock.
3.1.3 DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF ANGLE a
For very large rocks and for the hard-to-reach rocks, the toppling acceleration is estimated by a
direct measurement of the angle a. In the field, we take photographs from the side of the rock
(looking perpendicular to the direction that the rock is likely to be toppled) with a plumb bob
marking the projection of the vertical plane through the approximate location of the center of
mass in the picture. In laboratory, using an enlarged print we draw a line that connects the rock's
approximate center of mass to the estimated rocking point. Then we measure the angle a
between this line and the vertical (plumb bob line in the picture). Of course, because of the
uncertainty in locating the rocking points, this may not be an accurate method; and it is only used
as the last resort. Experience has shown that estimation of alpha by direct measurement and by
force test gives comparable results (to about 10 %).
3.2 Estimating the Dynamic Toppling Acceleration From ag
Previously (Eq. 1) we showed how to calculate the minimum amplitude of a half-sine
acceleration pulse (at an arbitrary frequency) that topples a rigid block. Single acceleration
pulses with amplitudes smaller than the required minimum, but larger than ag, can set the rigid
block to rocking but will not topple it. It is, however, possible to topple a rock with smaller peak
accelerations if it is subjected to a sequence of pulses with certain frequencies and polarities. For
example, in Fig. 14, at low frequencies (co/p less than about 5), the minimum overturning
amplitude for a full sine-wave pulse of acceleration, which can be considered as two successive
half sine-wave pulses with opposite polarities, is smaller than the minimum overturning
amplitude for a single half-sine wave pulse. At larger frequencies the opposite is true [8, 50, 51].
For earthquakes, the rocking response can be very complex. If we consider ground acceleration
composed of a sequence of approximate sinusoidal pulses with varying amplitudes and
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frequencies, the arrival of each pulse can enhance or reduce the effect of the preceding pulse on
the rocking motion of a rock. Although we can calculate the rocking response of a 2D rigid body
to an arbitrary input motion with reasonable accuracy [7], estimating the minimum peak ground
acceleration that could topple a given rock during a future earthquake is not straightforward.
4 Verification of Methodology
4.1 Verification of 2-D Numerical Modeling
4.1.1 SHAKE TABLE TESTS OF RECTANGULAR BLOCKS
We use a shake table (Fig. 15) in the Large-Scale Structures Laboratory at the University of
Nevada, Reno, to study the rocking motion of simple rectangular blocks of various sizes and
aspect ratios, as well as the rocking motion of actual rocks (JPR-009). We simulate realistic
ground motions by using actual strong-motion data and synthetic accelerograms as input to the
shake table. Since the shake table has only one horizontal degree of freedom, we examine the
rocking response to one horizontal component at a time. For a given seismogram, while
preserving the waveform, we vary the amplitude of the shake table in each run by multiplying
the seismogram by a scalar factor. In a typical experiment, we begin shaking at sufficiently low
amplitude that none of the objects topple. We then gradually increase the level of shaking with
each run. As the shaking intensifies, objects that are more precarious begin to topple. For the
subsequent test we reset the objects that have fallen once. We exclude those that have fallen
twice sequentially and declare them as "toppled". Here, the assumption is that if an object
topples twice sequentially it will do so at later runs. We adopted this convention because rocking
motion is a nonlinear problem. An object toppled at a given level of shaking will not necessarily
topple at a slightly higher level of shaking. Based on our observations, this convention is
generally valid.
We used 13 wooden rectangular blocks (Table 2) of various sizes and aspect ratios
(width/height) in the tests. As input motion, we simulated ground accelerations by inputting the
waveform of the 17 August 1999 Turkey earthquake, recorded at Izmit (N-S Component); a
M7.9 synthetic accelerogram for strike-slip rupture at 15 kilometers from the fault; and the
Chancellor nuclear explosion (Fig. 16). We installed a digital strong-motion recorder on the
shake table to record the actual motion of the table. Fig. 17-a shows a plot of the peak ground
acceleration (PGA) of the toppling seismogram recorded on the table versus the quasi-static
toppling acceleration (defined as g x tan a, which is equal to g x aspect ratio for a rectangular
block). The results are in general agreement with the theory of rocking motion [44]. That is, the
rocking motion will not initiate unless the ground acceleration exceeds the quasi-static toppling
acceleration (dashed lines in Fig. 17).
4.1.2 NUMERICAL MODELING OF RECTANGULAR BLOCKS
We used a 2-D finite-difference code (STN 10453-1.0-00) [7] to calculate the rocking response
of rigid bodies to arbitrarily complex seismograms (IPR-008). In order to compare numerical and
shake-table results, we calculated the rocking response of the blocks (Table 2) to the same three
seismograms (Fig. 16) that we used in the shake-table experiment. Fig. 17b shows a plot of the
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peak toppling ground acceleration versus the quasi-static toppling acceleration. It is obvious that
for slender blocks, the ratio of the dynamic toppling acceleration to the quasi-static toppling
acceleration is almost unity. As the aspect ratio increases, this ratio becomes larger than unity.
This is because a rocking rigid block with a small aspect ratio has a lower damping (loss of
rotational kinetic energy after each impact with the ground) compared with one with a high
aspect ratio. Damping during impact is inversely proportional to the coefficient of restitution, rj.
For a rectangular block it is defined by the simple equation rj = 1 -1.5 sin2 a [44]. Therefore, in
general, less precarious objects are even more difficult to topple because they tend to lose more
rocking energy every time there is an impact with the ground.
4.1.3 COMPARISON OF SHAKE TABLE AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
Comparison between the shake table (Fig. 17a) and the numerical results (Fig. 17b) indicates
good agreement between the two techniques at high toppling accelerations, but somewhat poor at
low accelerations. At low toppling accelerations, we attribute the difference between the
numerical and experimental estimates of the PGA to spurious high-frequency noise generated on
the shake table. The shake table generates noise that is not present in the original seismogram
used to excite the table. Fig. 18 compares a typical accelerogram recorded on the shake table
with the corresponding input motion to the table. The introduced high-frequency noise affects the
PGA of the seismograms recorded on the shake table. (The shake table results were obtained by
using the PGA of the actual data recorded on the table, whereas in the numerical case we used
the original seismograms that were used as input to the shake table.)
Using the 2-D numerical code, we examined the rocking response of several blocks to both the
raw and the low-pass filtered accelerograms recorded on the table. We did not notice any
significant differences between the rocking response to the raw and the filtered (corner frequency
> 20 hz) input motions. This test suggests that although the high-frequency accelerations (>20
hz) affect the estimated values of the peak toppling acceleration on the shake table, they have no
significant effect on the rocking response. Therefore, to avoid overestimating the peak toppling
acceleration in the shake-table experiments, we used the filtered accelerogram to measure
instead. (Although the presence of random noise can result in either overestimating or, rarely,
underestimating the PGA, in our tests the noise contamination resulted in overestimation.) The
results are plotted in Fig. 17c. The new plot shows a much better agreement with the numerical
results (Fig 17b). On average, the filtering reduced the PGA by about 25% at low-intensity
shakings and about 5% at high-intensity shaking. (The noise amplitude seems to be independent
of the shaking intensity; therefore, the effect on PGA is more significant at low-level shakings.)
4.2 Shake Table Experiments on Objects with Irregular Shapes
In order to further our understanding of the precarious rock methodology, we conducted shake-
table experiments using rocks of different shapes and sizes, as well as rock models and
symmetric blocks (IPR-009). Table 3 lists the objects used in the April 2000 experiments. Fig. 19
shows photographs of these objects before and after an experiment. Fig. 20 shows a plot of the
toppling peak ground acceleration (PGA) versus the quasi-static toppling acceleration for these
objects. Again, these results are in general agreement with the theory of rocking motion. That is,
the toppling will generally not occur unless the ground acceleration exceeds the quasi-static
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toppling acceleration (dashed line). The data points below the dashed line are the result of a non-
ideal contact surface whereas in 2-D theory there are only two contact points. In order to
investigate the effects of non-ideal contact surface on toppling accelerations, we deliberately
attached a thin rectangular aluminum plate to the bottom of a wooden block on the shake table.
The width of the aluminum plate was smaller than that of the block. This modification to the
contact surface significantly reduced the damping of rocking energy during impact with the
ground (see section below). Consequently, it toppled at lower peak ground accelerations
compared to the case without the aluminum plate. The data points marked by ')' belong to this
block and to another with a slightly rounded bottom.
The precarious rock methodology is based on the assumption that balanced rocks experience
rocking motion during earthquakes. In our analysis, we assume that during impact (transition
from one rocking point to the other) there is no bouncing or sliding (perfectly inelastic impact).
Therefore, the angular momentum before and after the impact about the point of impact is
conserved. There is no change in the total external torque on the block because the impact force
is applied at the point about which the torque is calculated about [44]. However, because of the
inelastic impact, the total energy is not conserved (loss due to deformations at the point of
impact, including heat, sound, etc.). The energy loss results in a lower angular velocity after the
impact. The ratio of the angular velocities before and after the impact is defined as the
coefficient of restitution, rj:
where <?, and 92 are the angular velocities before and after the impact, respectively. The value of
77 is less than unity. Based on the analytical solutions for two-dimensional rocking motion of a
rigid block developed by Housner [44], the energy loss is a function of slenderness. That is, the
more slender the blocks are, the less energy they lose after an impact. For a rectangular block the
coefficient of restitution takes the simple form
, 3 . 277 = 1 — sin a,
where, a is the angle between the vertical and the line through the center of mass and the
rocking point (Fig. 2 la).
In order to verify the above relation, we placed wooden blocks "A2" and "A4" (Table 2) on a
horizontal surface and set them to free-rocking motion and monitored the horizontal component
of the center of mass motion as the blocks oscillated between axes of rotations Oi and Q^- The
resulting time histories are plotted in Figs. 21b and 22a. The reduction in amplitude in one cycle
is the result of energy loss after two impacts. For block "A2" the measured value for 77 is 0.91
from Fig. 21 b (77 = ^ [A-B]/[A'-B] ), which is very close (within 3%) to the theoretical value
of 0.94 obtained from the above equation for a = 1 1.8° . For block "A4" with a = 22.8° (Fig.
22a) the experimental value for r\s 0.71, about 8 percent lower than the theoretical value of
0.77.
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The above equation form is derived by assuming that impact takes place either at point Oi or C>2.
Therefore, for a non-ideal contact surface where the impact is more complex, the above equation
is not valid. This is illustrated in Fig. 22b, where we attached a small piece of thin aluminum
sheet to the bottom of block "A4" and set it to rocking. It is obvious that the damping has been
significantly reduced. Rocking motion is initially about the edges of the block, but as the
amplitude decreases it jumps to the edges of the aluminum plate. The transition takes place at
about 9 seconds into the rocking motion, where there is a sudden change of rocking frequency.
(The clipping of the first few cycles is due to the limited dynamic range of the position sensor
monitoring the motion of the center of mass.) The reasons behind the lower damping are: (a)
when oscillating about the edges of the block, the aluminum plate makes the impact softer, and
(b) when oscillating about the edges of the aluminum plate, the effective a is much smaller,
hence a larger 77. An extreme case would be a block with a convex circular contact surface. The
convex surface would cause the block to oscillate without damping, in the absence of impact.
The energy loss in such a case would be by rolling friction and air resistance.
Based on the above discussion, we conclude that the non-ideal contact surface is the reason
behind toppling of certain blocks on the shake table at accelerations below the quasi-static
toppling acceleration, ag . Theoretically, if the bottom were perfectly flat or concave, the
rocking motion should not begin unless the ground acceleration exceeds the quasi-static
acceleration. Objects on the shake table with non-ideal contact surfaces have (a) effectively
smaller a at low-level shakings and (b) larger effective 77 during rocking. The smaller effective
a enables a block to begin rocking at low accelerations and a larger effective 77 to sustain the
rocking motion for a longer period of time. Therefore objects with non-ideal contact surfaces are
more likely to topple at accelerations below those predicted by theory of rocking motion.
4.3 Shake Table Tests of Large Rocks
In the last shake-table tests we included several large, asymmetric rocks in the experiment. We
used seven different seismograms as input motions. They included four synthetic seismograms
(horizontal components of two M7.9 synthetic seismograms); two strong motion records (north
and east components of the 17 August 1999 Turkey earthquake recorded at Izmit, Turkey); and
one nuclear explosion (scaled radial component of Chancellor nuclear shot). Table 4 lists the
physical properties of the rocks used. Fig. 23 shows pictures of these rocks on the shake table
before and after a test.
Fig. 24 shows a plot of the toppling PGA versus the quasi-static toppling accelerations. Again,
the results are in general agreement with the theory of rocking motion. That is, the dynamic
toppling accelerations are proportional to the quasi-static toppling accelerations. Data points
marked on the plot as groups 'a' and 'b' indicate much larger toppling accelerations than what
would be expected based on their aspect ratios (quasi-static toppling accelerations). We attribute
this large discrepancy to sliding of these rocks during shaking. Any sliding of the rocks during
strong shaking tends to dampen the rocking motion, if not stop it all together. Therefore,
adequate friction is required for rocking motion to take place. The surface of the shake table,
unlike the rough surface of pedestals in the field on which the precarious rocks rest, is very
smooth. In shake-table experiments we routinely attach friction tape to the table before placing
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the test object on the table. The friction tape provides sufficient friction for smaller objects, but
gets torn off by larger rocks.
In order to remedy this problem, we poured a two-inch thick concrete pad with a rough surface in
the middle of the shake table. We placed the four larger rocks (D, E, K, L) on this pad. Although
the pad improved the experiment significantly (increased the coefficient of friction), it did not
prevent sliding during intense ground shaking. Therefore, these points should be excluded in
estimating ground motion constraints.
Fig. 25 shows a plot of the dynamic toppling acceleration for both asymmetric rocks and
symmetric blocks combined. The dashed line marks where observed PGA equals the quasi-static
toppling acceleration. A solid line shows the least-square fit to the data, excluding groups 'a' and
'b', forced to go through the origin. This line allows us to make an approximate estimate of the
toppling accelerations of rocks in the field from field measurements or photographs which
provide a.
5 Calibration of Precarious Rock Methodology
5.1 Calibration Using Estimates of Ground Motions from Nuclear Explosions
5.1.1 ESTIMATES OF THE DYNAMIC TOPPLING ACCELERATIONS OF PRECARIOUS ROCKS AT NTS
We used field test results of precarious rocks at the Nevada Test Site (Fig. 26) to provide ground
motion constraints. Table 5 shows the locations and properties of these rocks. The field test
results were used in the 2-D numerical code to calculate the toppling PGA for these rocks
subjected to the ground motions recorded during nuclear shots. The accelerograms used as input
motions consisted of records from the following nuclear explosions:
• Handley: The three seismograms here were digitized from the paper of Stump and
Johnson [52]. They are radial recordings from 3 different sites, stations 4, 5, and 1,
respectively, for HANDLEY in the paper. All stations were at 8.0 km from HANDLEY
ground zero. The radial component is the maximum horizontal motion.
• Jorum: The three seismograms were digitized from the paper of Helmberger and Hadley
[53]. They are radial recordings from 3 different sites. All stations are located at 7.6 km
from JORUM ground zero. The radial component is the maximum horizontal motion.
• Chancellor: Accelerogram scaled to an equivalent 1000 kt 10.9 km from ground zero.
The dynamic toppling accelerations from the 2-D numerical code for these rocks are listed in
Table 6.
5.1.2 CREATION OF A PEAK ACCELERATION MAP FOR THE NEVADA TEST SITE
In order to evaluate estimates of peak acceleration made from observations of precarious or
toppled rocks at the Nevada Test Site (NTS), we created a "predicted" peak acceleration map
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from collected information on the underground nuclear explosions (UNE) from the 1950's
through the last test in 1992. The concept was to produce a regular grid of predicted peak
acceleration considering, for each grid point, the effect of each shot. Thus, nearby shots, even of
small-to-medium yield, may have produced higher ground acceleration than shots of larger yield
at greater distances. To estimate the accelerations from each shot, we first applied the "wet-tuff
formula of Nuttli [54] to estimate actual yields Y (kt) from measured nib (Lg) values:
Mb(L ) = 4.307 +0.765loglo 7
This was done because many yields are stated only within a range, for example, "10 to 100 kt,"
by the Department of Energy [55]. Measured nib (Lg) values were collected from several
sources. We then estimated the peak ground acceleration at any distance for any yield using the
scaling law of Vortman [56]:
G = 1.042x70397Jff-174
Alternately, we used the scaling law of Murphy and Lahoud [57]:
G = 0.157 x7°-6
In these formulas, g is the peak recorded horizontal acceleration, Y is the yield in kt, and R is the
distance in km. The data of Vortman is weighted toward more higher-yield shots and therefore
seems more applicable to the study here. The grid of peak accelerations was then contoured and
overlain onto digital terrain data to produce the maps shown in Fig. 27. Two maps were made:
one for the predicted accelerations (Fig. 27a) and one for twice the predicted accelerations (Fig.
27b). The latter was to account for the fact that, in both Murphy and Lahoud [57] and Vortman
[56], the standard deviation of measured peak accelerations about the fitted curves is
approximately a factor of two. The actual rock-sampling sites are shown as red symbols on the
maps; they are arranged into 8 groups of rocks, from south to north towards greater ground
accelerations. Note that these sites are in an area which is the confluence of effects from Pahute
Mesa shots (notably BENHAM), Rainier Mesa shots (notably DIESEL TRAIN) and Yucca Flat
shots (notably POD).
5.1.3 COMPARISON OF PGA PREDICTED BY PRECARIOUS ROCKS AND THE ACCELERATION MAP
The contours in Fig. 27 were used to determine "predicted" PGA values for these actual rock-
sampling sites. Toppling accelerations were estimated from values of a visually determined in
the field. The predicted and visually estimated values of peak acceleration are graphed in Fig.
28. The constraints estimated from numerical modeling are plotted as well. Note that the
Vortman [56] relation plus one standard deviation gives an excellent fit to the data, except for
rock groups #6 and #7 while the Murphy and Lahoud relation underestimates all but #7. We feel
that the "plus one standard deviation" contours are more suitable than the maximum value
contours because, for each grid point, the computed inputs based on the formulas above do not
account for natural variation in amplitudes. The actual maximum amplitude at any point is likely
to be due to some UNE which exceeded its formula prediction significantly (i.e., one standard
deviation). Thus, these field observations provide an approximate calibration of the precarious
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rock methodology and confirm our approximate estimates of toppling accelerations based on
field observations of the angles a.
5.2 Calibration Using Estimates of Ground Motions from Hector Mine Earthquake
An approximate field test has been provided by the MW7.1 Hector Mine earthquake of 16 October
1999 [4]. The Hector Mine earthquake was a rare event on very low slip-rate faults near the
eastern edge of the Eastern California Shear Zone. Brune [2] identified precarious rocks at
Granite Pass, California, and classified them as "precarious", i.e., could be toppled by earthquake
ground accelerations of less than 0.3g, typically about 0.2g (site number 3 in Brune [2]). A
photograph of three of the rocks was published (Figs. 2d and 2e of Brune [2]). The rock in Fig.
2e of Brune [2] was found toppled in April 2001, apparently by the Hector Mine earthquake
along with another nearby rock for which the photograph was taken but not published [5].
The quasi-static toppling acceleration estimated geometrically from photographs is about 0.2 g.
The Amboy strong motion record from the Hector Mine earthquake (Fig. 4), at approximately
the same distance and the same general direction, recorded a peak ground acceleration of about
0.2g [14] (actually 0.18 g measured from the seismogram available on the internet). The intensity
at Granite Pass is about V on the modified Mercalli scale (J. W. Dewey, personal
communication). Recent regressions of peak acceleration versus intensity give an acceleration of
somewhat less than 0.1 g, with considerable scatter. Both observations are consistent with the
designation of the rocks as "precarious" by Brune [2].
In August 2001, after discovering the toppled rocks, we deployed two portable digital stations,
one next to the strong motion instrument at Amboy and the other at Granite Pass next to the site
of one of the toppled rocks (Fig. 29). The idea was to obtain the transfer function between
Amboy and Granite Pass from the aftershocks of the Hector Mine earthquake and then, to use the
transfer function and the main event recorded at Amboy to roughly estimate the ground
accelerations at Granite Pass. We recorded several aftershocks. An example is shown in Fig. 30.
The seismograms recorded at Granite Pass contain more high frequency energy and smaller
amplitude compared to those recorded at Amboy. Using the transfer functions obtained from the
recorded aftershocks, estimates of the ground motion at Granite Pass during the Hector Mine
earthquake were made. The calculated accelerograms are plotted in Fig. 31b. The peak ground
acceleration is about 0.12g. The peak ground acceleration of the original Amboy record is about
0.18 g.
This PGA=0.12g result is in general agreement with the California Strong Motion
Instrumentation Program (CSMIP) attenuation curve for the Hector Mine earthquake (Fig. 32).
The red arrow in Fig. 32 indicates the approximate epicentral distance of Granite Pass for the
Hector Mine main shock. However, based on our estimates of the quasi-static toppling
acceleration of about 0.2g for the toppled rock (from a picture of the rock before it was toppled),
the calculated ground accelerations at Granite Pass during the Hector Mine main shock should
have not toppled this rock. Some possible explanations are:
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1. The quasi-static toppling acceleration estimated from a photograph of the rock was too
high.
2. The contact between the rock and the pedestal caused the rock to topple at a lower peak
ground acceleration than was predicted by the theory of rigid-body rocking motion, as
discussed in section 4.2.1.
3. The transfer function estimated from a few aftershocks does not take into account effects
such as directivity, non-linearity, and Moho reflection, which might have been present in
the main event. Fig. 33 shows a plot of PGA versus distance (K. B. Olsen, personal
communication) using Mojave Desert structure. On the transverse component, at about
75 km distance, the ground acceleration increases by a factor of 3 due to the Moho
reflection. Granite Pass is about the same distance from the epicenter of the Hector Mine
earthquake. Therefore, Moho reflection could have played an important role in toppling
of the rocks. This possibility is evident from Fig. 34. Plots in this figure are the velocity
time histories of a small aftershock recorded at the portable stations. The data is band-
passed between 1 and 8 hz. The phase at about 31.5 s, after the arrival of the S-waves,
could be a reflection from Moho. At Granite Pass its amplitude is several times larger
than that of the S-wave. Although this phase is usually present at the Granite Pass station,
its amplitude is not always larger than the S-wave amplitude.
6 Results of Cosmogenic Age Dating
Rock varnish lamination studies give a minimum age for the surface exposure dates of precarious
rock pedestals [10]. Results from 9 precarious rock pedestals at Yucca Mountain all gave age
dates greater than 10.5 ka. In some cases varnish layers greater than 14.5 ka and 35.0 ka were
not found, but this does not necessarily indicate that the surface age dates are younger, because
periods of intense climatic weathering could have removed older layering. Thus it is important
to check these results with cosmogenic age dates which cannot be reset in this way. In the study
of Bell et al. [10], cosmogenic age dates in southern California were always greater than rock
varnish lamination dates.
We carried out a scoping study to estimate cosmogenic age dates of a few precarious rock
pedestals at Yucca Mountain. The results are summarized in Table 7. Two different age dates are
tabulated, depending on a correction for an assumed rate of erosion. The two age dates are
usually not very different. As was the case for the study of Bell et al. [10], these age dates are all
greater than the rock varnish lamination dates reported by Bell et al. [10], suggesting that the
older rock varnish laminations had been removed by more intense climatic conditions and thus
that the Bell et al. [10] dates were minimum dates, as expected.
The cosmogenic age dates are quite old, indicating that erosion rates are very low. This supports
the conclusion that the precarious rocks have been in place many thousands of years, in some
cases, probably tens of thousands of years, as concluded by Brune and Whitney [1]. These
results, combined with our new estimates of toppling accelerations, suggest that the seismic
hazard curves developed by PSHA are very conservative, perhaps over-conservative.
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7 Free Rocking of 3-Dimensional Blocks
In another scoping study, a semi-analytical model is developed for predicting the free-rocking
response of a three-dimensional rigid block rocking freely on a horizontal rigid floor. The block
is assumed to be in contact with the floor at all times. The coefficient of friction between the
prism and the floor is assumed large enough to prevent sliding between the block and the floor.
The present model utilizes a single set of nonlinear equations to predict the response of the block
during rotation about any corner point. A coordinate-transformation scheme is utilized after
impact to account for the change of position of contact point. A comparative study between the
predictions of the present model against the analytical solution for a pseudo three-dimensional
problem has validated the model. We were not able to fully develop and verify the 3D method.
Therefore, none of the conclusions in this report are based on the 3D study.
8 Conclusions
The numerous precarious rocks at Yucca Mountain are effective strong-motion seismoscopes
that have been in operation for thousands of years and therefore provide direct constraints on the
magnitude of ground shaking that has occurred in the Yucca Mountain Area in the past.
Precarious rocks have the potential of providing constraints on ground motion occurring in the
last several thousand to tens of thousands of years. At present, there is no other method of
constraining ground motion over such long periods of the past. It will be many decades, perhaps
many centuries, before such a statistical sample in the time domain will be available from direct
instrumental recordings of ground motion. Current regression estimates of strong ground motion
are essentially extrapolations based on very questionable assumptions, especially for the near
field of normal faults and trans-tensional strike-slip faults. Current estimates based on numerical
calculations assume values for various source and propagation parameters which are also very
uncertain, and unlikely to become much less uncertain until a much larger statistical sample is
obtained in both the space and time domains. Until that occurs, numerical calculations are simply
another way of extrapolating from a poor database. Given this situation precarious rocks may, at
present, be the only way of constraining very low annual probability ground motions. Thus,
studies of precarious rocks are crucial to understanding the seismic hazard at Yucca Mountain.
The potential usefulness of the precarious rock methodology for constraining earthquake hazard
has been recognized by several publications in refereed journals; by grants from government
agencies such as NSF, USGS, and the Southern California Earthquake Center; and by oral
feedback from presentations at meetings of the Seismological Society of America; the
Geological Society of America; and seminars at the U.S. Geological Survey, California Division
of Mines and Geology, Cal Tech, Univ. of Southern California, U.C. San Diego, U.C. Santa
Barbara, and U.C. Santa Cruz. Although many are not convinced of the ultimate accuracy of the
precarious rock constraints, no one has raised any fundamental objection to the idea that
precarious rocks are capable of providing useful constraints on earthquake hazard estimates.
We have carried out a number of tests to verify the precarious rock methodology. These include:
numerical modeling tests, large-scale shake-table tests, calibration using expected ground motion
from nuclear explosions, and calibration using rocks toppled by the recent Hector Mine
earthquake. These tests have verified our ability to make approximate estimates of toppling
accelerations for precarious rocks, and thus to obtain approximate constraints on seismic hazard.
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Preliminary results from precarious rocks studies published over the last 6 years suggest the
following conclusions important to seismic hazard at Yucca Mountain:
1. Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis using current procedures gives too high values at
low probabilities (e.g., 10"4 annual probabilities). This is true both for Yucca Mountain
and for southern California. This is in part a result of unverified statistical assumptions in
PSHA procedures.
2. Current ground motion estimates for the footwall of major normal faults gives values
which are too high. This tends to make the PSHA ground motion estimates for Yucca
Mountain too high.
3. Current ground motion estimates for trans-tensional strike-slip faults are too high. This
tends to make the PSHA ground motion estimates for Yucca Mountain too high.
4. Recent preliminary surface exposure age dates for the pedestals of precarious rocks at
Yucca Mountain are considerably older than some previous estimates. This result tends to
confirm the conclusion in number 1 above.
Although these preliminary conclusions have not been formally verified by rigorous peer review,
they collectively lend strong support to the conclusion that the ground-motion estimates resulting
from the Yucca Mountain PSHA are very conservative, perhaps too conservative.
Results from the modeling and testing of rocks at Yucca Mountain, supplemented by
paleoseismic evidence from the Solitario Canyon fault, indicate that many of the rocks could be
toppled or dislodged by ground accelerations of less than 0.3 g. These results strongly suggest
that the Yucca Mountain region has not been subjected to ground accelerations of this level
during the last 75-80 ka. Our preliminary results indicate that the ground-motion estimates
resulting from the Yucca Mountain PSHA may be overly conservative.
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11 List of Figures
Figure 1: Locations of several of the surveyed precarious rocks near Yucca Mountain are shown
by red circles.
Figure 2: Examples of precarious rocks near Yucca Mountain, Nevada, are shown here.
Figure 3: Location of geographic features and faults at and near Yucca Mountain.
Figure 4: The rock (Fig. 2e in Brune, 1996) was apparently toppled by the Hector Mine
earthquake. The picture on the left shows the broken pieces of the toppled rock.
Figure 5: PGA estimates of horizontal components of ground acceleration for kappa values of 20
and 40 ms. The predicted ground accelerations for a kappa of 20 ms are much higher than
those for a kappa of 40 ms [20].
Figure 6: Examples of precariously balanced rocks on the footwall of normal faults.
Figure 7: Examples of precarious rocks found in the vicinity of Honey Lake fault.
Figure 8: Angle a and R are the two important parameters for calculating the rocking response.
In the case of precarious rock, these two parameters are measured in the field.
Figure 9: A schematic of an asymmetric rock is shown here.
Figure 10: The pulling technique to measure the quasi-static toppling force is shown here. The
force is increased to a maximum value at which point the rock begins to rotate as the
applied horizontal force decreases in magnitude.
Figure 11: Strip chart record of a field experiment to determine the quasi-static toppling force of
a precarious rock is shown.
Figure 12: Measurement of the quasi-static toppling force by pushing the rock using a hydraulic
piston.
Figure 13: A method to measure the volume of a rock approximately is shown here.
Figure 14: Plots of the normalized minimum toppling amplitude, A/ag, for full-sine wave
acceleration pulses (dashed line) and half-sine wave acceleration pulses (solid line) as a
function of a>/p.
Figure 15: A photograph of the shake table with the wooden blocks listed in Table 2.
Figure 16: Examples of seismograms used in the shake table experiments and numerical
modeling are shown here. They are, from top to bottom, the North component of the 17
August 1999 Turkey earthquake, recorded in Izmit, Turkey, horizontal component of a
M7.9 synthetic seismogram at 15 kilometers from a strike-slip fault, and the Chancellor
nuclear explosion (scaled to 1 megaton) at 10 km distance, respectively.
Figure 17: Comparison of the shake table and numerical toppling accelerations of rectangular
blocks listed in Table 2. The three accelerograms used in this study were the Izmit record,
synthetic seismogram and the Chancellor nuclear shot (Fig. 16).
Figure 18: Shake table generates high frequency noise (bottom) that is not present in the original
seismogram used to excite the table (top).
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Figure 19: Rocks and rock models used in the April 2000 experiments are shown here.
Photograph (a) and (b) were taken before and after an experiment, respectively.
Figure 20: Peak accelerations of the toppling seismograms are plotted as a function of the quasi-
static toppling accelerations. The input accelerograms were the North component of the
August 17,1999 Turkey earthquake recorded at Izmit, Turkey, the horizontal component
of a M7.9 synthetic seismogram, and the scaled radial component of the Chancellor
nuclear explosion. (Scaled to 1 mega ton at 10 km distance.)
Figure 21: (a) A schematic showing the rocking motion of a rectangular block, (b) A plot of the
horizontal component of the center of mass motion of block "A2" (Table 2) as it
oscillates between axes of rotations Oi and O2. The reduction in amplitude in one cycle is
the result of energy loss after two impacts. The measured value for the coefficient of
restitution is 0.91, which is very close (within 3%) to the theoretical value of 0.94.
Figure 22: (a) Experimental result for measuring the coefficient of restitution for block "A4". (b)
Experimental result, showing the significant reduction in damping during rocking motion
as a result of non-ideal contact surface (block A4). The first few cycles are clipped, due
to the limited dynamic range of the position sensor monitoring the motion of the center of
mass. Rocking motion is initially about the edges of the block, but as the amplitude
decreases it jumps to the edges of the aluminum plate. The transition takes place at about
9 seconds into the rocking motion, where there is a sudden change of rocking frequency.
Figure 23: Rocks listed in Table 4 are shown on the shake table, (a) Shows rocks before a shake
table test and (b) after a test.
Figure 24: Peak accelerations of the accelerograms that toppled the rocks listed in Table 4 are
plotted versus the quasi-static toppling accelerations.
Figure 25: Peak accelerations of the toppling accelerograms are plotted vs. quasi-static toppling
acceleration for rocks in Table 4 and the symmetric blocks listed in Table 2. The solid
straight line is the least-square fit to all the data, excluding the two circled groups. The
line is forced through the origin.
Figure 26: Photographs of some of the precarious rocks at the Nevada Test Site.
Figure 27: (a) A map showing the "predicted" peak accelerations in the vicinity of the precarious
rock sites at NTS from collected information on the underground nuclear tests from the
1950's through the last test in 1992, and (b) a second map showing twice the predicted
accelerations.
Figure 28: Measured, estimated, and predicted toppling accelerations for various groups of rocks
as shown on Figure 27. "V" is the Vortman (1980) prediction curve and "M-L" is the
Murphy and Lahoud (1969) prediction curve. For measured accelerations, the error bars
are shown around the mean. The upward arrow for group 8 indicates that actual
accelerations were at least 0.5 g.
Figure 29: A map showing the epicenter of the 16 October 1999 Hector Mine earthquake (blue
star), and of a few aftershocks (small circles) that were recorded on two portable stations
at Amboy and Granite Pass from August through November 2001. Granite Pass is the
location of the toppled precarious rocks. The closest strong motion station that recorded
the main event is located at Amboy.
Figure 30: This M=2.6 event is one of the aftershocks of the 16 October 1999 Hector Mine
earthquake that was recorded at portable stations at Amboy and Granite pass (Fig. 29).
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Figure 31: Plots of (a) the acceleration time histories of the 16 October 1999 Hector Mine
earthquake recorded at Amboy station (Fig. 29) and (b) the corresponding accelerograms
at Granite Pass calculated using the aftershock transfer function.
Figure 32: The attenuation curve (PGA) from the CSMIP strong-motion data from the 16
October 1999 Hector Mine earthquake. (Copied from the CSMIP web site.)
Figure 33: A plot of PGA vs. distance calculated by Kim Olsen using Mojave Desert structure is
shown here. On the transverse component, at about 75 km distance the ground
acceleration increases by a factor of 3 due to the Moho reflection. Granite Pass is about
the same distance from the epicenter of the Hector Mine earthquake. Therefore, Moho
reflection could have played an important role in toppling of the rocks.
Figure 34: Velocity time histories of a small aftershock recorded at the portable stations are
plotted here. The data is bandpassed between 1 and 8 hz. The phase at about 31.5 s, after
the arrival of the S wave, could be a possible reflection from Moho. At Granite Pass its
amplitude is several times larger than that of the S wave. Although this phase is usually
present at the Granite Pass station, its amplitude is not always larger than the S-wave
amplitude.
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Table 1: List of several of the surveyed precarious rocks in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain.
ROCK ID
92 JB LS AR
92JBNC01
93 RC SC 72
93 RC YC 01
93 RC SC 65
93 RC SC 59
93 RC SC 82
93 RC SC 83
93 JB AC NW
93 JB NC 00
93 JB NC 07
93 JB CF Nl
93 JB BSS 01
92 JB 8T 01
92 JB 8T 02
93 JB 8T 02
Location
Latitude
36.8093
36.8529
36.8253
36.8113
36.8285
36.8300
36.8155
36.8162
36.8403
36.8726
36.8530
36.9417
36.9000
36.8089
36.8147
36.8053
Longitude
-116.4757
-116.4671
-116.4688
-116.4855
-116.4868
-116.4683
-116.4707
-116.4715
-116.4837
-116.4670
-116.4825
-116.6063
-116.8333
-116.4770
-116.4901
-116.4769
Approximate
Height (m)
1.0
1.0
4.0
1.4
1.4
2.0
1.0
0.6
1.5
0.8
0.6
2.2
1.2
0.6
0.3
1.0
Quasi-Static Toppling
Acceleration (g)
0.14
0.18
0.22, 0.34
0.17
0.30
Table 2. List of the wooden blocks used in the shake table experiment.
Block
Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
Bl
B2
B3
B4
Cl
C2
C3
C4
Width
(cm)
4
8
12
16
20
8
16
24
32
13
27
36
45
Height
(cm)
38.1
38.1
38.1
38.1
38.1
76.2
76.2
76.2
76.2
119.4
119.4
119.4
119.4
W/H
0.105
0.21
0.315
0.42
0.525
0.105
0.21
0.315
0.42
0.109
0.226
0.302
0.377
a
(rad)
0.105
0.206
0.305
0.398
0.483
0.105
0.206
0.305
0.398
0.108
0.222
0.293
0.361
?7
0.98
0.94
0.86
0.78
0.68
0.98
0.94
0.86
0.78
0.98
0.93
0.87
0.81
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Table 3. Rocks and rigid bodies used in shake table experiments.
Rock ID
A
B
C
D
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
Ml
M2
O
tana
0.34
0.26
0.09
0.16
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.28
0.13
0.44
0.25
0.14
0.55
0.20
Rock ID
Ql
Q2
R
SI
S2
Tl
T2
Ul
U2
VI
V2
Wl
W2
X
Z
tana
0.10
0.30
0.33
0.19
0.30
0.31
0.49
0.31
0.39
0.28
0.30
0.14
0.55
0.37
0.29
Table 4. List of the rocks used in the shake table experiment in 2001.
Rock
A
C
D
E
H
I
J
K
L
«i (deg)
7
13
14
20
15
8
9
17
14
a2 (deg)
17
19
-
30
32
22
30
24
30
R, (cm)
38.1
20.3
48.3
38.1
30.5
27.9
33.0
49.5
38.1
R2 (cm)
38.1
20.3
50.8
35.4
30.5
27.9
33.0
47.0
35.6
Table 5: Physical properties of the rocks tested at NTS
Rock
ID
RR01
RR02
RR03
RM01
PR01
PR02
GPS Location
Latitude
37.09288
37.09292
37.09213
37.17438
37.15597
37.15623
Longitude
-116.22560
-116.22583
-116.22625
-116.23925
-116.26058
-116.26023
R!
(cm)
35.6
17.8
25.4
38.1
15.2
22.9
R2
(cm)
35.6
-
20.3
38.1
22.9
-
tan«j
0.11
0.11
0.20
0.40
0.27
0.34
tan«2
0.19
-
0.31
0.24
0.84
-
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Table 6: Dynamic toppling peak ground accelerations for NTS rocks estimated from 2-D
numerical modeling
Rock
ID
RR01
RR02
RR03
RM01
PR01
PR02
Dynamic Toppling Accelerations (g)
Handleyl
0.19
0.19
0.33
0.42
0.62
0.87
Handley2
0.12
0.12
0.21
0.31
0.38
0.50
Handley3
0.17
0.15
0.23
0.31
0.54
0.77
Jorum 1
0.15
0.23
0.38
0.62
0.64
0.88
Jorum2
0.17
0.20
0.28
0.40
0.68
0.95
Jorum3
0.16
0.15
0.24
0.34
0.42
0.60
Chanel
0.18
0.19
0.33
0.40
0.45
0.57
Chanc2
0.15
0.17
0.29
0.36
041
0.57
Average
0.16±0.02
0.18±0.03
0.29±0.06
0.40±0.10
0.52±0.12
0.71±0.17
Table?: Cosmogenic age dating of several rocks near Yucca Mountain
" FOR CORROBORATIVE USE ONLY"
Sample
YUOO-1-WHITNEY (Fig. 2B)
YUOO-2-WHITNEY
YUOO-3-WHITNEY
YUOO-4-LEN (Fig. 2C)
YUOO-5-LEN
YUOO-6-LEN
YUOO-9-ACRS
36CI/C1
10-15
5143
1096
1613
2555
2460
3413
2951
36Clage(ky)
e=0 mm/ky
242
56
88
81
79
74
32
e=l mm/ky
282
56
90
84
81
77
33
30
W11Sa2S'
Figure 1: Locations of several of the surveyed precarious rocks near Yucca Mountain
are shown by red circles.
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Figure 2: Examples of precarious rocks near Yucca Mountain, Nevada, are shown here.
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EXPLANATION:
| Quaternary alluvium I I Miocene volcanic bedrock Fault- Dashed where inferred
Figure 3: Location of geographic features and faults at and near Yucca Mountain.
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Figure 4: The rock (Fig. 2e in Brune, 1996) was apparently
toppled by the Hector Mine earthquake. The picture on the
left shows the broken pieces of the toppled rock.
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Little Skull Mountain Ground Motion Modeling Exercise:
5-Sources Distributed over Rupture Surface:
Radial Compone
PGA: 471 cm/secA2 *
=5sfe*r r :**
Composite Source Model with PSHA Velocity and kappa Model Parameters :
N-S Component
PGA: 2705 cm/secA2
Lathrop Wells
Blume Strong Motion Station
~ PGA: 0.206 g for LSM Earthquake
11 km Epicentral D istance
Figure 5: PGA estimates of horizontal components of ground acceleration for kappa values of
20 and 40 ms. The predicted ground accelerations for a kappa of 20 ms are much higher than
those for a kappa of 40 ms [20].
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Figure 6: Examples of precariously balanced rocks on the footwall of normal faults.
36
Figure 7: Examples of precarious rocks found in the vicinity of Honey Lake fault.
37
aspect ratio = W/H
H
R
CX W
Figure 8: Angle a and R are the two important parameters for calculating the
rocking response. In the case of precarious rock, these two parameters are
measured in the field.
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Figure 9: A schematic of an asymmetric rock is shown here.
39
Figure 10: The pulling technique to measure the quasi-static toppling force
is shown here. The force is increased to a maximum value at which point
the rock begins to rotate as the applied horizontal force decreases in
magnitude.
40
,-ffi. :"i r»ff*1 .CC • » ft I1MT
Rock Toppled
Quasi-static toppling force (400 N)
when the rock begins to tip.
Figure 11: Strip chart record of a field experiment to determine the quasi-static toppling
force of a precarious rock is shown.
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Figure 12: Measurement of the quasi-static toppling force by pushing
the rock using a hydraulic piston.
Figure 13: A method to measure the volume of a rock approximately is
shown here.
42
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Figure 14: Plots of the normalized minimum toppling amplitude, A/ag, for
full-sine wave acceleration pulses (dashed line) and half-sine wave
acceleration pulses (solid line) as a function of co /p.
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Figure 15: A photograph of the shake table with the wooden blocks listed in Table 2.
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Figure 16: Examples of seismograms used in the shake table experiments and numerical modeling
are shown here. They are, from top to bottom, the North component of the 17 August 1999 Turkey
earthquake, recorded in Izmit, Turkey, horizontal component of a M7.9 synthetic seismogram at 15
kilometers from a strike-slip fault, and the Chancellor nuclear explosion (scaled to 1 megaton) at 10
km distance, respectively.
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Figure 17: Comparison of the shake table
and numerical toppling accelerations of
rectangular blocks listed in Table 2. The
three accelerograms used in this study
were the Izmit record, synthetic
seismogram and the Chancellor nuclear
shot (Fig. 16).
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Figure 19: Rocks and rock models used in the April 2000 experiments are shown
here. Photograph (a) and (b) were taken before and after an experiment, respectively.
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Figure 20: Peak accelerations of the toppling seismograms are plotted as a
function of the quasi-static toppling accelerations. The input accelerograms
were the North component of the 17 August 1999 Turkey earthquake recorded
at Izmit, Turkey, the horizontal component of a M7.9 synthetic seismogram,
and the scaled radial component of the Chancellor nuclear explosion. (Scaled to
1 mega ton at 10 km distance.)
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Figure 21: (a) A schematic showing the rocking motion of a rectangular block, (b)
A plot of the horizontal component of the center of mass motion of block "A2"
(Table 2) as it oscillates between axes of rotations Oj and C^- The reduction in
amplitude in one cycle is the result of energy loss after two impacts. The measured
value for the coefficient of restitution is 0.91, which is very close (within 3%) to the
theoretical value of 0.94.
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Figure 22: (a) Experimental result for measuring the coefficient of restitution for
block "A4". (b) Experimental result, showing the significant reduction in
damping during rocking motion as a result of non-ideal contact surface (block
A4). The first few cycles are clipped, due to the limited dynamic range of the
position sensor monitoring the motion of the center of mass. Rocking motion is
initially about the edges of the block, but as the amplitude decreases it jumps to
the edges of the aluminum plate. The transition takes place at about 9 seconds
into the rocking motion, where there is a sudden change of rocking frequency.
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Figure 23: Rocks listed in Table 4 are shown on the shake table, (a)
Shows rocks before a shake table test and (b) after a test.
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Figure 24: Peak accelerations of the accelerograms that toppled the rocks
listed in Table 4 are plotted versus the quasi-static toppling accelerations.
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Figure 25: Peak accelerations of the toppling accelerograms are plotted vs.
quasi-static toppling acceleration for rocks in Table 4 and the symmetric
blocks listed in Table 2. The solid straight line is the least-square fit to all
the data, excluding the two circled groups. The line is forced through the
origin.
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Figure 26: Photographs of some of the precarious rocks at the Nevada Test Site.
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Figure 27: (a) A map showing the "predicted" peak accelerations in the vicinity of the precarious
rock sites at NTS from collected information on the underground nuclear tests from the 1950's
through the last test in 1992, and (b) a second map showing twice the predicted accelerations.
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Figure 28: Measured, estimated, and predicted toppling accelerations for various
groups of rocks as shown on Figure 27. "V" is the Vortman (1980) prediction curve and
"M-L" is the Murphy and Lahoud (1969) prediction curve. For measured accelerations,
the error bars are shown around the mean. The upward arrow for group 8 indicates that
actual accelerations were at least 0.5 g.
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Figure 29: A map showing the epicenter of the 16 October 1999 Hector Mine earthquake
(blue star), and of a few aftershocks (small circles) that were recorded on two portable
stations at Amboy and Granite Pass from August through November 2001. Granite Pass is
the location of the toppled precarious rocks. The closest strong motion station that
recorded the main event is located at Amboy.
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Figure 30: This M=2.6 event is one of the aftershocks of the 16 October 1999
Hector Mine earthquake that was recorded at portable stations at Amboy and
Granite pass (Fig. 29).
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Figure 31: Plots of (a) the acceleration time histories of the 16 October 1999 Hector Mine
earthquake recorded at Amboy station (Fig. 29) and (b) the corresponding accelerograms
at Granite Pass calculated using the aftershock transfer function.
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CSMIP Strong-Motion Data from the M7.1 Hector Mine Earthquake of October 16, 1999
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Figure 32: The attenuation curve (PGA) from the CSMIP strong-motion data from the 16
October 1999 Hector Mine earthquake. (Copied from the CSMIP web site.)
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Figure 33: A plot of PGA versus distance using Mojave Desert structure is shown here (K. B.
Olsen, personal communication). On the transverse component, at about 75 km distance the
ground acceleration increases by a factor of 3 due to the Moho reflection. Granite Pass is
about the same distance from the epicenter of the Hector Mine earthquake. Therefore, Moho
reflection could have played an important role in toppling of the rocks.
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Figure 34: Velocity time histories of a small aftershock recorded at the portable
stations are plotted here. The data is bandpassed between 1 and 8 hz. The phase at
about 31.5 s, after the arrival of the S wave, could be a possible reflection from
Moho. At Granite Pass its amplitude is several times larger than that of the S wave.
Although this phase is usually present at the Granite Pass station, its amplitude is
not always larger than the S-wave amplitude.
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